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Our first two programs of the year
have proven to be very interesting
and enlightening. The one we have
for May should prove to be that an
more.
Kathy Hutton from Plants of the Wild
located in Tekoa, Washington will
bring a PowerPoint on “Native
Roots: Wild Flowers for your
Landscape.” You may not have
heard of Plants of the Wild, but they
do an active business providing
native plants all around this area
and beyond.
I have driven by Plants of the Wild
many times, since it is just about 8
miles from my home, and I have
often thought it would be fun to see
what all they have in their
greenhouses, but I have never
made it. Now will be my education…
as well as yours…as we learn more
about beautiful wildflowers we have
enjoyed seeing – in the wild – and
thought they would be perfect in a
spot in our garden.
As always, we will have
refreshments, and we want to have
time to visit with Kathy and ask
questions. Rose questions are
always welcome too!

Rose Ramblings

MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
Andrew Smith, President
What is it they say? “April showers bring May flowers” …
And right they were! Here we are looking forward to a full
year that has barely started, and I’m sure as you all know,
will be long gone before we all know it... So, my advice to
you is to enjoy it! I am so glad many of you were able to
make it to last month’s meeting, and I’m so sorry to have missed it, as life
tends to throw us for a loop sometimes… Regardless, I hope you all
gained some knowledge that you can carry with you into your own gardens
and teach your friends to ‘spread the health of gardens everywhere.’
I think this time of the season is a truly beautiful, surreal gift that is here to
present us with opportunity… opportunity to reach out to friends and
family, to get outside and enjoy the simple pleasures of walking your dog
or riding your bike, or the opportunity try something new. This month I am
(Continued on page 2)
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(President’s Message, Cont. from page 1)
going to challenge myself, and I want to challenge you all too, to seek out one new plant that excites you, or scares you,
and try to grow it in your gardens! Something small or big, thorny or delicate, drought tolerant or tropical (in a
greenhouse). This might be a fun chance to share stories in years to come at meetings in the future, when you have a
beautiful plant you never thought you might have had.
nd

Just a reminder that The Spokane Rose Show is coming up on June 22 . This year will be held at a new venue, The
Center Place building in the Spokane Valley, where Ping Lim will be traveling all the way from San Diego, home of ‘Roses
by Ping,’ to Spokane to give us a private presentation about the past, present and future of his roses. If you don’t know
Ping, or have never heard him present, I can tell you that you surely don’t want to miss this one! I also want to invite you
to bring roses to this event to show to your fellow Rosarians. The show is free to enter, there will be fellow rosarians there
to walk you through the showing process, and there will be lots of prizes! I look forward to seeing you all there.
SRS President,
-Andrew Smith

SPOKANE ROSE SOCIETY
2019 CALENDAR OF EVENTS
May – Another new thing for us. Kathy Hutton from Plants of the Wild located in Tekoa, Washington will tell us about their
operation and the plants they have available. You may be surprised about this company located outside a small town in
Whitman County.
June – This of course is rose show month, but we are very excited about the day. First,
we will be holding it at CenterPlace in Spokane Valley. This is where The Inland Empire
Gardeners hold their meetings, but it is a venue for weddings and all sorts of events. You may
recall we met there when the ARS president Jolene Adams visited us. Well, this year we will be
having a phenomenal hybridizer, Ping Lim, as our afternoon speaker. Ping drew standing
crowds the last time he was here. Northland Rosarium carries a number of his roses, and one
of our distant members, Alexa Peterson, told of Ping’s visit at their annual banquet for Puyallup
Rose Society. They auctioned off one of Ping’s roses, and Alexa ended up the winner at a high
price, but this is the rose. And another photo Alexa included showed this rose had amazing
foliage! Ping is a delightful speaker, and he has created some beautiful roses like this one,
including several in memory of 9/11.
July and August – We are planning rose garden tours for these two months, as that is when the roses are at their peak
and blooming well. Last year we planned to have a tour of Manito’s Rose Hill with Steve Smith giving the tour. Then the
fires happened, and with all the smoke it was unsafe to be out there, so we had to cancel what would have been an
interesting and enlightening tour. We hope to reschedule that for this summer. And Bob Willrich has also arranged for
another tour including a private garden. More details will be available when we find out the specific dates of these two
tours, but garden tours prove to be very educational, because you also get to see how others set up their rose beds and
the various ideas they use.
September – is when we have our in-house rose show, just so you can see the roses people have grown in a variety of
gardens. We encourage EVERYONE to bring roses for this show in whatever container you wish to use. Then we have
ALL those attending act as the judges to select what they believe is the best in each class. We also go back over the
winners to explain why they won or what the “judges” missed in their calls.
October – this is the one official meeting we have each year. We allow the board to take care of business the rest of the
time to allow for you to just get to enjoy the program without the lengthy readings of minutes, reports, etc. We want our
members to feel their time is well spent coming to the meetings, but we do have to conduct official business at times, such
as election of officers and approval of the budget. So don’t neglect to do your part. Your vote is important, but we need
you to come to the meeting to provide this.
th

th

November – is the one month we deviate from our “4 Wednesday” meetings. Because the 4 Wednesday comes very
close to Thanksgiving, we move the date to earlier in November and have either a potluck or a gathering at a local
restaurant. In recent years people have preferred a potluck, but here again, you can voice your opinion to any of your
officers or board members if you’d rather meet at a restaurant. This closes out our year of roses, so we hope you will take
advantage of as many of these programs as possible.
Rose Ramblings
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Rose Logic
Lynn Schafer
Master Rosarian
Things I have learned: Well, I must admit that spring was challenging this year. It stayed so cold and miserable that I
didn’t get started pruning as early as I normally do. I have told you before that when I joined the rose society (back in the
Dark Ages somewhere!) the rule of thumb was to begin pruning by the first of April in the Spokane area. You planted your
new roses in March and then began pruning. Well, unless I wanted to slog through mud to do my pruning, I had little
choice but to wait for the soil to dry out a little after the snowbank that prevailed. Then I found that snow is HEAVY! A lot
of the canes were snapped in two as the snow settled. My raspberry plants took a hit as well, so I have had to stake up
the viable canes (I can’t live without fresh raspberries!) and this will be a recovery year. My roses, in spite of what winter
threw at them all in February, are looking very healthy and happy. The biggest challenge, however is pruning where you
have to hunt through all the new growth.
Granular fertilizer can be added now, as the soil has warmed sufficiently to allow the roots to take up the nutrients. Of
course you know that organic fertilizer can be applied now and at any other time of the year you wish, but I like to use
granular to get the roses off to a good start. The organic fertilizer lays dormant until the temperature rises to the point the
fertilizer is digested into the soil, releasing the elements for use by the plants. I just like to start with the granular which
bypasses the digestion part. Organic fertilizer is my supplement, and it also aids in improving the soil
Last fall on our travels to the Pacific Northwest District meeting in Vancouver, Anne Franks was telling about what she
does to grow those beautiful roses you might have seen at our fall rose show. Now I am going to tell you it will take time,
but she certainly has the results to prove it. Here is her “secret” recipe: She puts 6 Tablespoons of MiracleGro and 12
Tablespoons of Epsom salts in a 5 gallon bucket. She uses hot water to dissolve these ingredients so they don’t settle.
Then she fills the bucket with water and applies about 4 cups of the solution to each rose bush every two weeks. If I can
find time this summer I plan to test this on some of my roses. The only way I can know if it really works is to try it on just
part of my roses. I don’t think I can even find the time to use it on all of them, so I won’t even try.
At Garden Expo Donna Kulibert and I were discussing organic gardening tips with someone who was complaining that
she fought powdery mildew. Donna said what she uses is something used in the grape industry, and it is simple: One part
milk to 10 parts water. She says it works, and it is a pretty economical solution. Of course the grape growers don’t want to
use toxic chemicals, so this is their solution.
It is raining tonight as I write this column, so you will have to be on the lookout for black spot and powdery mildew in your
gardens, but if you didn’t have it last year, at least the black spot, it may not be a problem at all. Air circulation is your best
friend in the rose garden, as well as pruning to an open center on your large modern roses to aid in this. In my garden I
don’t have a problem as they are all exposed to frequent windy days. Back in the day we were also told not to water so
late in the day that the leaves don’t dry off before dark, but what do you do when it is raining? My dad used to use one of
those rain train things in their large front yard, and it went right by my mom’s roses liberally watering the leaves. Of course
you know he waited until the day cooled down, so her rose garden proved this “didn’t hold water.” Her roses always
looked good. And those of you who went through the 1.5 inches of rain Thursday probably realized your roses were NOT
going to dry out by nightfall. Wow! That was some storm, and I’m happy it didn’t happen where I live.
If you have maple trees in your yard, you probably endure what I do every spring, the fact that every seed pod explodes
into a baby maple, even when they have to struggle through grass or roses. I have taken a tip from Terry Newcomb who
uses a propane burner to edge his lawn. Yes, I will be limited so I don’t get too close to the rose bushes, but there are a
lot of those little maples that are going to bite the dust, believe me. It is faster than Roundup, which I will have to use in
some places as I have the beloved Bindweed that keeps coming back. The runners can go great distances, and they are
hard to kill, but I cannot have it in my rose beds. I will try the burner on any that are away from the roses, but I doubt it will
give in so easily as the maple seedlings. I will try to remember to let you know how well it works.
One other thing that has happened this spring is five of my apple trees were pruned after years of neglect, and Bartlett
Tree Experts brought in their shredder, so I have some nice shredded bark to use as a mulch to keep the weeds down
and the water in.
Be kind to the predatory insects in your garden. They take care of the nasty insects for you, eliminating the need to use
insecticides. Aphids can reproduce so quickly they may get ahead of the lady bugs, but a sharp spray of water or
insecticidal soap can take care of them if the “thumb and two fingers” method doesn’t work. That is stripping the aphids
from under the new buds where they always seem to appear. This method insures they are dead!
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While I was pruning my roses this spring I found quite a few canes where cane borer holes were evident. I “grew up in the
rose society” when the rule was to seal the canes. Well, with so many roses and so little time, I didn’t think that was in the
cards, and I have never seen roses die from this. My good friend in Portland, Rich Baer, who is well educated in things of
this nature and studies and photographs it as well, wrote the following article I felt you would enjoy:
When is the Job Done? By Rich Baer
Lately I have read is several widely available sources that the last state of pruning a rose should be sealing the canes to
prevent the invasion of the dreaded cane borer. This information once resulted in many hours of work to stave off its
ruining local rose gardens, including my own. The insidious can borer still seems too be a mysterious insect that not to
many people understand. I am sure that many of the people giving the advice about sealing the canes do not even know
what they look like. All they know is that it appears in the garden and starting at the end of a recently cut cane would bore
down into the cane. This boring would eventually cause the cane to die. It would eventually bore all the way down to the
bud union which could cause the rose bush to die. Now that, is a pretty scary little insect and worthy of prevention, if it
existed.
There are many ways to prevent the damage caused by this insect and they were all pretty simple to do, but required
hours and hours of time if you had a large garden. The preventative was as easy as sealing all of the fresh cuts with some
material which would prevent access to the end of the cane by the borer. Different rose gardeners used different
approaches. The one that is most highly recommended is the application of a drop of Elmers or other wood glue onto the
newly cut surface of every cut made during spring pruning, and then
treating newly cut canes when deadheading during the growing season the
same way. Other applications that were used were Vaseline or shellac.
One thing that has ceased to be recommended is the use of pruning paint
that was used on tree wounds because it would kill the ends of the canes,
at least that was the rhetoric. (At this time it is recommended that this
material not be used on any plants). It seems that the desire was to make
the end of the cane hard and impervious to the advances of the cane
borer. If the canes were sealed, the cane borer would not bore into the
cane and thus would not kill the rose bush. One of my friends, Dr. Richard
Franklin, had a unique approach to the problem. He used color coded
thumb tacks which he stuck into the ends of the cut canes. White thumb
tacks were used on white roses, red thumb tacks on red roses etc.
I stuck to the simpler methods, I used Elmer’s glue. I understand that
Elmer’s now comes in colors so you could color match if you liked. Then
other years I tried shellac. They both worked and I did not lose any roses
to the dreaded cane borer. It did not matter which method you used, but there was one certain outcome, many hours were
spent sealing canes and it was certainly one of the more tedious jobs that was associated with rose growing. Even with all
this care, you would still find a number of canes that had the small telltale hole drilled into the
cane ends.
A Carpenter Bee Hole in Rose Stem

I once worked to renovate a garden that had very little care for number of years. It was in sad shape
with lots of dead canes that should have been removed in previous years, but overall the roses were still thriving.
However, as far as the overall beauty of the garden, there was very little. But there was one curious fact that I noticed and
that was that even though there had been some pruning done over time, none of the canes had ever been sealed and
there was no evidence of borer holes in any of the canes. It really made me wonder why in my meticulously tended
garden I would get borer holes and this totally untended garden showed none. So the world, of the contrarian rosarian
began to expand. I wanted to learn why the insects did not affect or kill roses that had not been protected from them.
It seems that the answer was really rather simple. But the first step was to identify the insects involved since no one
seemed to know what they were. In my quest, I asked the members of the Portland Rose Society to collect any stems
they cut off during pruning that showed borer holes in their ends and bring them to the next meeting. I collected and
analyzed over 500 stems from the participants of this experiment and I found and identified the insects involved. What I
discovered was quite a surprise. Many of the dead stems that I was provided with contained live insects within them. It did
not take too much sleuthing to find out exactly what they were. Just identifying them was a great step forward into the
mysterious life of the cane borer. It turns out that the mysterious cane borer was one of the many species of Ceratina, a
small carpenter bee. Yes, they call them carpenter bees because they bore holes into soft wood to build their nests. In
the case of the rose bush, they bore into the soft interior of the rose cane called the pith. However, in a living cane they
can bore no farther down the stem than to the first node below the end of the cane because at that point the pith becomes
too hard to easily allow them to bore into it. So, they leave that cane and go try another one. However, if they begin to
bore into an already dead stem, the pith is soft all the way down to the living part of the stem, which may be all the way to
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the bottom of the stem. They do not feed on any of
the rose cane pith, they just remove the dead pith to
allow them to make a nesting cavity where they lay
their eggs. The adults provide the larva which hatch
from the eggs with food. This food may consist of
pollen from flowers, or in some cases aphids or
other small insects, depending upon the species of the carpenter bee. Thus, these facts led to the formation of the
myth of the carpenter bee killing rose bushes. People found carpenter bee nests in dead canes and assumed that the bee
had caused the cane to die. The fact that the bees use dead canes as nesting sites is the reason the untended garden
had very few canes that showed cane borer holes. The bee tries to bore in a cane and if the cane is alive the bee stops
after about one quarter of an inch and looks for another cane, then another until it finds a suitable dead cane in which it
can build its nest. So, if there are a lot of dead canes, they do not have to look very far. They also use these dead canes
as a place to overwinter. You may find one to many individuals in a single cane during the winter season. They stay in the
cane until the spring has advanced sufficiently that they can find food sources to start their life cycle over for the current
year. Despite knowing this about the carpenter bee, many rosarians are very reluctant to let their old ideas be replaced by
current knowledge. Many major rose publications, including the American Rose, still give the recommendation that all cuts
should be sealed to prevent cane borer damage. I read one
recently were the author was teetering. She said, “yes, I know
that they probably do not do damage but why take the chance
that one of your roses could be damaged, seal the canes after
pruning”. Thousands, perhaps millions, of hours have been
wasted by rose growers because they have been told they
must seal their canes to prevent cane borer damage. I was
thinking about cane borers (ceratina sp) the other day when I
was pruning the dead material from my Black and Blue Salvia
plants that I had cut half way down last fall after the first frost.
It was intriguing to see that every cane had a round hole in the
top end. So as I was thinking about what I was seeing, I used
my pruners to split the stems lengthwise to see what was in
the center of the stems and what caused the neat little holes.
Well as you might expect by now, every cane had one or more
Ceratina carpenter bees down several inches from the top
passing the winter months just like the ones in the above picture. In the canes I split, the tiny little bees flew away. The
rest of the canes I left in the pot as in the picture above so that the bees can leave their over wintering nests when they
are ready.
Editor’s note: You see, I may not have all the answers, but this is why I find smart people who know a lot more than I!!

GARDEN EXPO
Well, another amazing Garden Expo is over. It is hard to believe the number of people who flood through the exhibits with
garden carts, wagons, anything they can find to hold all the plants and garden art they purchase. There is so much to see,
and people keep flowing through until the very end, looking for that final bargain.
Thank you, Mick and Sylvia Shauvin and Donna Kulibert for all your help with
the sale. Actually, we were totally sold out by about 11 AM with the exception
of one yellow rose. It seemed people thought it was display, so I put up the
sale sign again and it was snapped right up. Sylvia did a fantastic job with
signage, using her Cricut machine for bold lettering on the signs, a big
improvement over past years’ signage. Thanks, Sylvia!!
Our next big event is the June ROSE SHOW. We want our members to make
a concerted effort to bring at least one rose or rose arrangement to the show.
We want to showcase Ping Lim’s visit, and the best way we can do that is by
having a BIG show. The schedule will be attached to this mailing, and I hope
you will all seriously consider how you can be a part of the celebration.
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SPOKANE ROSE SOCIETY OFFICERS - 2019
MEMBERSHIP in Spokane Rose Society is open to anyone. We meet on
the fourth Wednesday of each month, February through November, 6:00
p.m. at the meeting room by the conservatory at Manito Park in
Spokane, Washington, (unless otherwise noted) with a special program
each month and refreshments following hosted by members. Guests are
always welcome. Our rose library has rose-related books and videos you
can check out. Workshops may be held at pre-announced times
throughout the year on meeting nights.

Andrew Smith, President
618 E 23rd Ave, Apt A, Spokane 99203, phone 216-7717
Vice President, Bob Willrich
111 N Walnut Rd, Spokane Valley WA 99206,
phone 994-4217
Mick Shauvin, Secretary
1660 S Maple Blvd, Spokane 99203, phone 838-5786
Lynn Schafer, Treasurer and Editor
42108 S Bourne Rd, Latah 99018, phone 286-3655
Board Members: Stanley Kyllo (1-yr)
Anne Franks (1-yr)

DUES are as follows: If you receive the newsletter by Email it is $10 a
year. For those wishing to receive the newsletter by postal service it is
$15 per year. Mail your check, made payable to SPOKANE ROSE SOCIETY
to Lynn Schafer, 42108 S. Bourne Rd., Latah, WA 99018-9508. THIS
NEWSLETTER, one of the benefits of membership, is published 10 times a
year, to coincide with our monthly meetings.

Past President, Kevin Brownlee
Greg Mee, Webmaster
Consulting Rosarians
Carol Newcomb, phone 448-4968,
carol@northlandrosarium.com
Pat Vacha, phone 534-4901, epvacha@comcast.net
Lynn Schafer, Master Rosarian, phone 286-3655,
lynnschafer@gmail.com

If you wish to join the American Rose Society, dues are $49 per person.
You may pay this through the Spokane Rose Society as well. Benefits of
membership include The American Rose Magazine, The Rose Annual, and
the Handbook for Selecting Roses. You also receive The Northwest
Rosarian, our informative District quarterly.

Spokane Rose Society
www.spokanerosesociety.com
Lynn Schafer, Editor
42108 S. Bourne Rd.
Latah, WA 99018-9508
email lynnschafer@gmail.com
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